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to outline specific ways in which NCTE is already meeting needs for promoting critical
media literacy education; 
to identify possible gaps where new or revised policies, practices, resources, and
dialogue are needed to promote effective Critical Media Literacy education;   
to outline potential ways that NCTE could offer unique literacy leadership in these gap
areas; 
to suggest a few possible priorities for action that take into account how NCTE’s
strengths and capacities could best be used to meet these needs over the shorter and
longer term given limited resources and an abundance of additional opportunities.

The Task Force on Critical Media Literacy was convened in June, 2020 with a group of
academic scholars, longtime NCTE media literacy advocates, and cla  ssroom teachers
selected by NCTE Executive Director Emily Kirkpatrick, President Leah Zuidema, and the
Executive Committee. 
 
The Task Force was charged with assessing the current national landscape of policies,
practices, resources, and dialogue related to critical media literacy education. The NCTE
leadership sought these goals:

 
Members of the NCTE Task Force met monthly for a total of 6 meetings with the charge to
produce recommendations with concrete practical strategies to guide NCTE leadership and
action for the next 5 years. In between meetings, Task Force members completed writing,
research, and other work designed to understand the challenges and opportunities for NCTE
to advance critical media literacy. 
 

THE CHARGE 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vTJeBM3N-7zgiZ0tek0K0EN-snyWHh2LGMKomGQS-kjy6IDaFpv17YAJOjarDTFHHQmQ9TLtaEHtkz2/pub


 
1.    Improve NCTE members’ understanding of Critical Media Literacy
 
2.    Help NCTE members integrate Critical Media Literacy into the curriculum 
 
3.    Increase the visibility of media texts,  authors, and pedagogies across the
NCTE community
 
4.    Energize and inspire the NCTE community by cultivating leadership and
advocacy competencies 
 
5.    Improve public understanding of Critical Media Literacy and promote its
relevance to English education, communication, and democracy

FIVE KEY RECOMMENDATIONS 



Defining
Terms 

Educators use a variety of terms to describe the pedagogical practices of critically

analyzing and creating media. A brief review of some terms is offered here:

 

Visual literacy: the ability to interpret, recognize, appreciate, understand, and create

information presented through visual actions, objects and symbols.

    

Media literacy: the ability to access, analyze, evaluate, create, reflect, and take

action, applying these competencies to a variety of forms of media. 

   

Information literacy: the ability to assess the credibility, authenticity, and authority of

information sources. 

 

News literacy: the appreciation of journalism and the ability to use news and

information to make informed decisions in the public sphere.

Multimodal composition: the creative practice of composition which uses more than

one modality (linguistic, visual, audio, gestural, or spatial) to achieve its intended

purpose. 

     

Digital literacy: the use of digital texts, tools and technologies for self-expression,

learning, and citizenship.

     

Critical media literacy: the practice of critically analyzing media texts and institutions

with emphasis on the relationship between power and knowledge, specifically in

relation to issues of inequalities in access, representation, and economics. 

Critical pedagogy: an approach to teaching and learning which emphasizes social

justice, social critique, and political action. 

      

Critical literacy: an approach that emphasizes the relationship between language and

power through analysis of written texts, media, and popular culture.

     

Critical digital literacy: the practice of critically analyzing digital media, platforms, and

technologies and the production of digital texts that interrogate issues of power,

representation, and access. 

 



These Terms Have Much in Common 

with the Core Values of English Language Arts Education

They all focus on expanding the concept of literacy to be responsive to contemporary culture and society. Because

all these terms include both “reading” and “writing” dimensions of literacy, they are relevant to the work of English

educators. 

They all include a heightened awareness of media consumption as a set of choices for accessing information and

ideas; an appreciation for the constructed nature of media codes and conventions; the examination of media

institutions and social systems; and creative media production as a means to develop knowledge and skills. 

The variety of terms reflects the fast-changing nature of media and technology and the diversity of forms, genres, and

formats that are part of everyday life. Some terms focus on particular modalities, forms, or genres, while other

explicitly highlight issues of power and knowledge. 

Some terms are more relevant to elementary and secondary learners, while other terms are more valuable to those in

higher education. Among NCTE members, there are individuals who have strong preferences for one of these terms

over the others. These preferences may reflect differences in disciplinary backgrounds, academic training,

pedagogical values, as well as ideologies and world views.

Shared
Values



Two Areas 
of Focus  

In this report, we use the term Critical Media Literacy (CML) as an umbrella term that includes the pedagogical practices that NCTE

members use for particular purposes. These two areas of special relevance are noted:

 Educators value the use of teaching and learning practices that help to identify and disrupt

the inequalities of contemporary life, including abuses of power like structural racism,

sexism, and economic injustice. Critical pedagogies help learners see themselves as

empowered change agents, able to imagine and build a better, more just world. 

 

Educators value the use of teaching and learning practices that increase the perceived

relevance of school to society. Inquiry pedagogies help learners examine the texts and

literacy practices of everyday life, with special attention to mass media, digital media, and

popular culture. 

Using pedagogies of inquiry to build relevance and engagement

Examining and using communication & textual practices that promote social justice



LANGUAGE
CONNECTIONS TO 

LITERATURE
CONNECTIONS TO 

WRITING
CONNECTIONS TO 

CRITICAL MEDIA LITERACY
OFFERS

 

As society and technology change, so does literacy. Because technology

has increased the intensity and complexity of literate environments,

students need a wide range of abilities and competencies. Critical Media

Literacy includes the exploration of a full repertoire of social practices, with

particular focus on text features, multimodality, and meaning-making.

Critical Media Literacy builds on students’ engagement with popular culture

and digital media to help them develop as mindful producers of diverse

texts, including formal written text, digital media, multimodal texts, and

more. In the process of producing texts, students learn to express and

represent themselves and imagine the future.

Films and streamed video series offer windows into their creator's imagined

realities and are more widely consumed, and thus more influential, than print

fiction. Critical Media Literacy helps students learn to bring their critical,

rhetorical reading skills to these media in order to become more aware of

the ways these media influence public discourse and shape the public mind.



At the present time, Critical Media Literacy is still a marginal component of English language arts education in K-12 and

teacher education because of certain beliefs that are normative within the ELA community. They represent important

challenges that need to be addressed: 

“Not My Job” 
English teachers may introduce Critical Media Literacy when exploring the topic of literary adaptation or in examining genres

like journalism or graphic novels. But given the increasing focus on high-stakes tests in reading, some may perceive that

Critical Media Literacy is the responsibility of other education professionals, including school librarians, social studies

teachers, or media teachers. 

“Not Allowed” 
Because school policies may limit how film, video, and popular culture can be used in many schools, English teachers must

be strategic and intentional when using contemporary media in the classroom to advance Critical Media Literacy

competencies.

“Not a Priority” 
Well before the Common Core State Standards replaced the study of persuasion with a focus on argumentation, English

educators have not felt compelled to teach persuasive genres like advertising and propaganda. 

“Not Relevant” 
Within the NCTE community, there is a substantial gap between K-12 teachers and Critical Media Literacy experts. At times,

experts may seem to be “speaking a different language” and this may affect how practitioners approach classroom

implementation within ELA curriculum in elementary, middle-school, and high schools. 

“Not Valued” 
The hierarchical positioning of literature and writing as superior to other forms of media has marginalized Critical Media

Literacy in English language arts education. These hierarchies are evident in the NCTE convention. Authors who write

literature are showcased at NCTE conventions; filmmakers, podcasters, video producers, journalists, YouTubers, and

social media influencers are generally not featured. NCTE gives awards to student writers, but does not acknowledge

students who compose using other forms of media.

CHALLENGES 



While those challenges are substantial, opportunities also abound. There is rising public interest in the problem of so-called

“fake news” as well as an increasing interest in promoting student voice through multimedia composition. This has given

some visibility to the practice of Critical Media Literacy education, in and out of schools. Here are some opportunities to build

upon in the years ahead:  

Awareness of Expanded Literacies
Educators are generally aware that news stories, films and videos, podcasts, memes, photographs, textbooks, and social

media platforms are carefully constructed “texts" that need to be read, interrogated, discussed and responded to by a

community of readers. Many NCTE members see such practices as fundamental literacy competencies, essential for work,

life and citizenship. 

Students as Young Authors and Activists 
Each year seems to bring new voices and new perspectives on media culture, environmental and social justice, and young

people are using TikTok, Instagram, Snapchat, YouTube and other forms of expression to critique and comment on

contemporary culture, analyze media, and express ideas using language, image, sound and multimedia. 

Higher Education and Academic Voices
The topic of Critical Media Literacy continues to gain traction in the research community, with hundreds of PhD dissertations

published on the topic in just the past three years. 

Widespread and Varied Classroom Practice
Although there is a lack of survey research evidence about how frequently English teachers incorporate media literacy into

instruction, there is a growing evidence base of case studies and accounts of practice, including from NCTE publications, that

suggest that many different forms of Critical Media Literacy education are occurring in schools.

OPPORTUNITIES



Given these challenges and opportunities, a significant investment will be needed in order to

ensure that all NCTE members are able to integrate Critical Media Literacy into their work

with K-12 students as well as current and future teachers. 

In the next section, we offer detailed recommendations designed to be implemented over

the course of 3 - 5 years. First, it is essential to improve NCTE members’ understanding of

Critical Media Literacy, because with increased knowledge and confidence, it will be more

likely that NCTE members will engage with their learners to develop these competencies. 

 

But it will be also equally important to Increase the visibility of media texts, authors, and

pedagogies across the NCTE community, in order to shift longstanding negative attitudes

about media texts, tools and technologies. The study of media texts, genres, platforms, and

institutions must be showcased as a central practice of literacy and language arts education. 

A significant expansion of the numbers of people within the NCTE community will be needed

who are committed to this work. The leadership and advocacy competencies among NCTE

members must be developed to help them be change agents who can help bring Critical

Media Literacy into the routines of school practice at the local, state, and national levels.

 

As a leading national membership organization in education, NCTE also has the obligation to

help improve public understanding of Critical Media Literacy and promote its relevance to

literacy & language arts education, communication, and democracy.

Five Key 
Recommendations 



1.  Improve NCTE members’ understanding of Critical Media Literacy 
 

Over the past 15 years, as it has become obvious that literacy is expanding beyond a focus on the printed word, a

great variety and diversity of “new literacies” have been conceptualized. Some of these approaches are familiar to

ELA educators, while others are less well known. Teachers are aware of how the rise of the internet and social

media have reshaped public access to information, entertainment, and persuasion by institutions that include the

largest businesses in the world. Teachers are aware that online reading requires competencies, habits of mind, and

strategies that differ from those used to comprehend the printed word. For these reasons, we recommend:

FIVE KEY RECOMMENDATIONS 

https://wke.lt/w/s/gLtlUh


1.  Improve NCTE members’ understanding of Critical Media Literacy 
 

FIVE KEY RECOMMENDATIONS 

https://ncte.org/blog/category/instruction/media-literacy/


2.   Help NCTE members integrate Critical Media Literacy into the curriculum

Many middle school and secondary teachers interviewed by the Task Force understood the need to include

CML in ELA curricula, but felt ill-prepared to fully implement the pedagogy. Early-to-late-career ELA teachers

described the importance of support from colleagues and school administrators, who may not recognize it as

an essential part of literacy practice. Teachers and school leaders also welcome guidance from NCTE as a

trusted resource for their own professional development and for local curriculum revision. Educators would

feel more confident in implementing CML pedagogies in their classrooms if they could clearly identify CML’s

guiding principles as well as its practical implementations across a variety of classroom contexts. In order to

scale up quality education, NCTE must help cultivate a large number of qualified teachers who put meaningful

curricula and pedagogy into action in the classroom. To realistically see CML enacted across PK-16 contexts,

teachers and teacher educators need a firm knowledge base in both the “what” and the “how” of CML. For

these reasons, we recommend:

FIVE KEY RECOMMENDATIONS 



2. Help NCTE members integrate Critical Media Literacy into the curriculum
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2. Help NCTE members integrate Critical Media Literacy into the curriculum
 

FIVE KEY RECOMMENDATIONS 



3. Increase the visibility of media texts, authors, and pedagogies across the NCTE community

 

Educators often rely on print texts and more traditional forms of literature and writing because these are often

the most prevalent, familiar, circulated, and tested materials in the ELA community. In many English

classrooms, media texts play a minor and supplementary role, either as an ‘add-on’ tool for engagement or as

a mere delivery mechanism offering content that supports the ‘real work.’ 

 

By elevating the status of media texts and authors in the NCTE community, the organization can demonstrate

the relevance, exigency, and complexity of these texts for participation in contemporary society. As NCTE has

affirmed in myriad position statements and resolutions (e.g. ‘Definition of Literacy in a Digital Age’; ‘Beliefs for

Integrating Technology into the English Language Arts Classroom’), there is a need to expand curricular and

pedagogical possibilities in contemporary ELA practice to reflect the current dynamic and shifting contexts,

tools, and practices of communication in a digital age. For these reasons, we recommend:

FIVE KEY RECOMMENDATIONS 
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 4. Energize and inspire the NCTE community by cultivating leadership and advocacy

competencies

 

To expand and diversify the discourse about Critical Media Literacy pedagogies within and beyond the NCTE

community, leadership and advocacy are needed. The Task Force learned that Critical Media Literacy is a rich

category that is practiced quite differently in different settings by individual teachers and teacher communities.

While we honor and support this diversity, it is important to also create structures that connect NCTE members

so that they may learn from each other and refine their practice collectively. For Critical Media Literacy to be

taken seriously and not merely an accessory to real, core ELA work, NCTE members themselves must take

action to ensure the full and logical integration of CML practices within the teaching of literature/reading, genre

studies, and writing studies/composition and rhetoric. By cultivating leadership and advocacy competencies,

NCTE members can be vital change agents at the local, regional and federal levels. For these reasons, we

recommend:

FIVE KEY RECOMMENDATIONS 



 4. Energize and inspire the NCTE community by cultivating leadership and advocacy competencies

 

FIVE KEY RECOMMENDATIONS 



5. Improve public understanding of Critical Media Literacy and promote its relevance to

literacy & language arts education, communication, and democracy

 

While the public may think of today’s students as ‘digital natives’ who are growing up in an environment rich

with technology, teachers recognize the limitations of this framing. They realize that many learners lack vital

competencies as both “readers” and “writers” of media. Parents and educators may overlook the need for

students to develop more critical and reflective practices governing how they interpret, understand, and

analyze media and popular culture. Public understanding of English education must shift towards an focus on

“literacy for life,” where reading and writing practices support work, life, and citizenship. When literacy for life is

truly valued, magazines, photographs, music, movies, advertising, games, apps, websites, and popular culture

are included alongside poetry, fiction, drama, short story, and non-fiction print materials in ELA curricula. In

order for local schools to make curricular reforms, it is vital for members of the public to understand the need

for Critical Media Literacy. For these reasons, we recommend:

FIVE KEY RECOMMENDATIONS 

https://201806-dcs-uploaded-doc.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/sLEGz1KYEuRvw0VyZa9dNoNzu-Lbja?AWSAccessKeyId=ASIA3EBCGTRUG3BSSEQP&Expires=1609354402&Signature=wBRZwyjGvi2ljzVOQ4ehe5pVGPE%3D&response-content-disposition=filename%2A%3DUTF-8%27%27Developing-Digital-Citizens.pdf&x-amz-security-token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEML%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCWV1LXdlc3QtMSJGMEQCIFrEZujjYKr6yFuHpcXImfnImEyBGjhDCv27WlmEhCxxAiBU2F%2BfCCF2M7Xa2%2BYU7%2Bucdsphv%2BZnI4IWEVSiLhdz3yrUAQh7EAEaDDc2NDU3NTkxNTExMiIMrOPHR55U%2FABa1yAhKrEBggXzkLH2E%2B2HY5CEnrdNs7%2F7uUelJtTBxPtOJSqWhRPv20Z5XGLrhpoR%2BCPBR%2Fa68TYbrd%2Bv%2BjXAxIGFarDhWjYPv7LMiFkSfxdKfYK2KQLMN3Hg5CupvAzFa6Y1F62UVcc3inrGPbl4NbP7t5WxC9D10ibXt0ZzjF%2FRAiHKYywuWTYABZ%2FHUsweg1DuVb3B%2BNfHdXax1W77d88btkWr8cemlaHxyQLvoAJhK4rs4pcHMJaAs%2F8FOuEB7PN4rzKrrbP7xV%2FjbLvl3tXoIK%2FATAuuml5CAhHedGrjPQSmOLDYx%2FwlCMLcCposv23i58x%2BApDKtenvYeaS%2B7F6BfCDUMSSuAsJeLKvq96RgToZOBBXb4bTAeTCKLd3Zn5ckjhflKPnjd9NRO6qYVGeGz1GIg73BTDUv7JJuJeoc%2BvoBHmdfN4KtqHd6nnAJbJ8J47Z7nmWIXcV30MSAhNzNpSFqthfpTqEhr4QfwfuoV5EIFBrgSzDlJH0p3Tm0bPSfQ2JyD1sXsPs%2B3RtxcTtSNWb33fqmRlgyURrv8FC
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Frank Baker

fbaker1346@aol.com

Columbia, South Carolina; media education consultant; Media Literacy Clearinghouse;

former member of the NCTE Commission on Media

 

Sarah Bonner

bonners@husd4.org 

8th grade Language Arts Teacher, Heyworth Junior/Senior High School, IL. Past winner of

the NCTE Media Literacy Award

 

Mary Christel

christel.mary@gmail.com

Lincolnshire, IL; coauthor of Lesson Plans for Creating Media-Rich Classrooms; former

member of the NCTE Commission on Media

 

Ann Del Principe

slymongoose2@gmail.com, Ann.DelPrincipe@kbcc.cuny.edu

Kingsborough Community College–CUNY, Brooklyn, New York; expertise in community

college literacy experiences 

 

Seth D. French

sfrench@bentonvillek12.org

10th grade Language Arts and Media Literacy teacher, Bentonville High School, AR;

International Literacy Association's "30 Under 30" honoree for media literacy work;

dissertation focus was critical media literacy 

 

Noah Golden

noah.golden@csulb.edu

California State University Long Beach; assistant professor of secondary education,

emphasis on critical literacies and culturally sustaining pedagogies, ELATE Commission on

Social Justice in Teacher Education Programs

Members of the NCTE Task Force on Critical Media Literacy

Curated Collection 
of Source Material 

https://wke.lt/w/s/gLtlUh
https://wke.lt/w/s/gLtlUh
https://wke.lt/w/s/gLtlUh
https://wke.lt/w/s/gLtlUh


Renee Hobbs, Chair

hobbs@uri.edu

University of Rhode Island, Media Education Lab; author of the copyright and fair use policy for

NCTE 2008; former member of the NCTE Commission on Media; propaganda education; media

literacy in digital environments

 

Tom Liam Lynch

tomliamlynch@newschool.edu

The New School; directs education policy at The Center for NYC Affairs; editor in chief of

InsideSchools.org; studies intersection of technology, literacy, public education 

 

Detra Price-Dennis

detrapricedennis@gmail.com

Teachers College, Columbia University; associate professor focused on critical media literacy,

children’s and community literacy  

 

Chris Sloan 

ccsloan@gmail.com  

English Department Chair, Judge Memorial Catholic High School, Salt Lake City, UT; media

production and journalism education in ELA

 

Ryan Skinnell

ryan.skinnell@sjsu.edu

College Section, San Jose State University, California; compositionist whose current research

investigates political and public discourse, especially as it relates to authoritarian, demagogic,

and extremist rhetoric

 

Amy Stornaiuolo 

amystorn@upenn.edu

University of Pennsylvania Graduate School of Education; adolescents' multimodal composing

practices, teachers' uses of digital technologies, and shifting relationships between authors and

audiences in online, networked spaces
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